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Hello,

I’m very pleased to have this opportunity to introduce you to 

my company and its unique approach to diesel enhancement. 

Performance is my passion and since the late 50’s I’ve been 

dedicated not only to the pursuit of product perfection but 

also to leading the way in the development of new 

technologies.  

Among other things, what makes Banks Power 

very unique is our long history of motorsports 

competition. We know what works based on the 

depth of that racing experience. All those years 

of winning have culminated in what I consider to 

be the most important attribute an automotive 

performance company can claim: True credibility.  

The following test report is designed to give you 

the hard data you need to make an informed 

decision. I’ll be along throughout to discuss some of 

the key tenets of my power-making philosophy. I have a 

solution that fits your needs and will very much look forward 

to helping you make your Duramax all that it can be.  

With my very best regards,
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You have the comforting feeling that Banks is doing everything right.
Car and Driver Magazine ”“
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Test equipment such as Micro Soot 
Analyzers give Banks crucial data 
no other competitor has.

Systems are tested on the 
engine and chassis dynos.     New technology is perfected in 

the Electronics Engineering dept.
Banks develops airflow technology in 
their world-class race shop.

The same airflow technology used in Banks’ power systems 
propelled the diesel-powered Sidewinder Dakota to an FIA-
record-shattering 217.314 mph at Bonneville!

Banks returns to Defense contracting, designing a 700 bhp 5.9L Cummins 
based, Twin-Turbo Marine engine for the U.S. Navy SEALs (including a  cylinder 
head redesign, oiling system and unique gear case/flywheel housing).
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Situated on our 12 acre, Southern 

California campus, Gale Banks 

Engineering has spent over 50 years 

honing the science of automotive 

performance enhancement. For 

decades, pick-up, sport utility, and 

RV owners have been turning to 

Banks to maximize their engines’ 

power and efficiency. Behind every 

Banks product is the rich legacy of 

technology breakthroughs, industry-

firsts, and an unparalleled number 

of world and land-speed records.  

Over the years, Banks has forged 

partnerships with such giants as 

Chevrolet, GMC, Cummins, Ford, 

Volvo, as well as the Department of 

Transportation. From playing a key 

role in mitigating the effects of the 

1970’s fuel crunch to creating the 

diesel performance aftermarket to 

outfitting covert marine applications 

for the U.S. Navy SEALs, Banks has 

always been on the cutting edge. 

Experience counts and is the founda-

tion of every system we produce. 

An automotive aftermarket com-

pany’s testing methodology reflects 

its level of credibility. It also deter-

mines the validity of its stated horse-

power, torque, and mileage gains. 

The fact is that most aftermarket 

companies rely on simple accelera-

tion dyno tests in order to rush 

to market quickly and cheaply. The 

trouble is that these types of tests 

tend to yield unrealistically high 

and untrustworthy performance 

numbers. Not Banks. Our products 

have to prove their mettle in a 

variety of sustained tests under 

the most grueling conditions. We 

employ state-of-the-art electronic 

data-acquisition instrumentation as 

well as the most advanced chassis-

dynamometers available today. The 

result: wholly reliable and accurate 

data and products that easily stand 

up to years of real-world punishment. 

Banks’ honest and precise testing 

procedures mean that you have hard 

data and not just a leap of faith.

You want your vehicle to realize 

maximum longevity. So do we and 

the quality that goes into every single 

Banks product is a reflection of that. 

Where most companies lower their 

costs by constantly seeking cheaper 

labor and material, Banks is a throw-

back to a purer era when quality and 

pride in the product meant every-

thing. Our standards are these: To 

build the most durable and long-last-

ing products and to always upgrade 

rather than degrade the material 

makeup of the parts we’re replacing. 

We use only the toughest base mate-

rials and as a result our systems can 

withstand even the most hellish of 

automotive conditions. That’s why 

we back our products with industry 

leading warrantees. Our in-house 

Manufacturing department allows us 

to maintain the most stringent qual-

ity control so our customers can 

always be assured of excellence.

Experience Testing Quality

The Banks Sidewinder GMC Sierra, the first endurance road race 
diesel truck, demonstrates the performance and durability of Banks 
Power products under the most extreme conditions. 

Banks Sidewinder Top-Diesel Dragster punishes the drag strips with 1,300+ HP. It’s a major part of 
Banks’ ongoing strategy to awaken the public to the amazing potential of diesel.

The World’s Quickest & Fastest Diesel Drag Truck. 
Banks Sidewinder S-10 is the National record holder at  
7.77 sec. @ 180.00 mph. No other truck is even in the 7s!

Why choose BAnks No Competitor Pushes Their Own Products This Hard!

The World’s Quickest & Fastest Diesel Drag Truck. 
Banks Sidewinder S-10 is the National record holder at  
7.77 sec. @ 180.00 mph. No other truck is even in the 7s!
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We Have a System to Fit Your Needs
Whether you’re hauling horses, work trailers, or simply want to haul ass, we have a system that’s right for you. From our 

economical Stinger to our full-blown Big Hoss Bundle, Banks products fuse top quality with top engineering. And every 
Banks system is scalable so as your needs and wants evolve, you’ll have the flexibility to upgrade without ever having to 
buy anything twice. Astonishing power and the power of choice: With Banks you’ll have the best of both worlds.
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“ It’s rare to find a collection of bolt-on parts that 
actually work in harmony to build additional 
horsepower and torque from an engine, let alone 
find them all under one manufacturer’s banner. We 
went to the source of diesel-engine performance, 
Gale Banks Engineering, and struck gold. The parts 
work as advertised and the results are awesome.

Off-Road Magazine ”

Full Circle Solution
An internal combustion engine is a perfect  example 

of a cohesive system. Well-matched, interacting parts, 
working in harmony, to produce that marvelous thing 
we call power. I’ve always viewed the upgrade process 
the exact same way. The path to your truck’s fullest 
potential is a system approach.  

My competitors may tell you that airflow isn’t that 
important or that if you want more power all you 
need to do is install a “chip.” Some pretenders try 
to mimic the Banks system by offering a grab-bag of 
components all made by different companies and 
say that it’s the same thing.  Don’t you believe it.  

Banks systems are engineered and tested to offer 
a balanced, full-circle solution. Every component 
has its place and its job. There is no guesswork on 

the part of the customer. We leave 
the cross your fingers, hope for the 

best strategy to the other guys. 

Tuning combined with air-
flow in order to deliver maximum 

horsepower, torque, and mileage 
gains: That’s the Banks way.

Read more about Gale Banks at: bankspower.com/gbe

BAnks ADvAntAge
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STOCK

Outlet Restriction
Sharp bends & tight corners

kill airflow & power

Inefficient Filter Design
Panel-style design with minimal filter

area restricts airflow; shorter service life

Restrictive Housing
Airflow restricted by fender;

chokes the engine

BANKS

High-Flow,
Low-Restriction Outlet

Huge outlet & filter: 
Increases power & mileage

Mass 
Airflow Sensor

Huge Bellows
Aftermarket exclusive!

Accommodates engine movement;
safeguards components, turbo & engine:

Reliable service life

Massive Reusable Filter
Massive filter surface area maximizes

high-flow filtration; requires fewer
filter cleanings than others

Cold-Air Intake
Inhales cool, fresh outside air:

Increases power & mileage

BankSPowEr.coM | caLL ToLL FrEE (800) 816-4387 | INTAkE UPGRADES coMPonEnTS | 9

Banks ram-air® intake System
The Banks Ram-Air Intake system is the strongest on the market today 

thanks to its towering gains in air density and 47% increase in 
actual air flow. Whether your truck is stock or you’ve already 

upgraded a few components, Ram-Air is the piece of the puzzle you 

simply can’t do without. Its design embarrasses the stock intake and 

flat-out crushes the competitors. Add the Super-Scoop and this 

set-up becomes the equivalent of a natural supercharger. Ever stick 

your hand out the window at 60 mph? Well that’s the kind of charged 

air blast Super-Scoop delivers. It’s the perfect upgrade for anyone 

interested in enhancing their truck’s performance.
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FaQs:
Q | Will the Banks Ram-Air help improve fuel economy?

A | Absolutely! While the amount of gain varies depending on driving habits, more air and less 
restriction equals better efficiency.

FaQs:
Q | Will the Ram-Air set off my check engine light?

A | No. Check engine lights can result when an aftermarket intake system places the truck’s 
mass airflow sensor in the wrong location. Banks prevents those annoying false check engine 
lights by testing and validating proper sensor location.

intAke UpgRADes
warm air
inside fendeR

cool outside air
incReases aiR density

First Things First
Performance is all about managing airflow 

and it starts right up front. Running your truck 
with a poor-breathing intake system is like 
tripping an Olympic sprinter right out of the 
blocks. Just look at the small filter, cramped 
housing, and harsh bends found on your stock 
intake system. It’s clear that the stock system 
was designed to do just enough to be passable 
but nothing more. This costs you in two very 
important ways: Performance and mileage.  

Clean up the intake airflow and you’ve got 
a big head start in the race toward maximum 
efficiency. The Banks Ram-Air draws air freely 
from outside the vehicle. Its huge filter, smooth 
passageways, and high-flow outlet means the 
engine doesn’t have to waste power sucking air 
in. Don’t force your truck to drive like it’s having 
an asthma attack.  

Go with the Ram-Air and 
see what happens when the 
Duramax is finally allowed 
to breathe.

COLD, HIGH PRESSURE RAM-AIR

COLD, HIGH PRESSURE, DENSE AIR TO THE TURBO

BANkS SUPER-SCOOP
RECOMMENDED FOR
MAxIMUM AIRFLOW

(UPGRADE OPTIONAL)

check out the video!
Gale talks with Sam Memmolo of Two Guys 
Garage about what went into developing 
the Ram-Air cold air intake system. At: 
bankspower.com/ram-air-development

Read more about Banks Ram-Air Intake systems 
at: bankspower.com/ram-air

RAM-AIR 
FILTER

HOUSING

key Benefits
›› More Power

›› Improved Fuel Economy

›› Reduced Temperatures

›› Better Throttle Response
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A Breath of Fresh Air?
Check out these competitive test graphs and 

you’ll see why the Banks Ram-Air easily crushes 
the competition. 

8 out of the 9 aftermarket intakes we tested 
actually performed worse than stock. How is it then 
that these companies advertise their intakes as 
outperforming stock? Simple – they use flowbench 
test-results which in no way resemble the real- 
world conditions the intake will actually be 
performing under. The competitors do fine in a 
cool, open-lab environment because they enjoy 
unrestricted access to gobs of cool air. Test those 
competitors’ systems again, this time crammed 
into a hot engine compartment completely 
surrounded by a reservoir of blistering air, and the 
men are separated from the boys in a hurry.   

Peak performance and mileage doesn’t happen 
when your engine is forced to inhale hot, density-
dead air. It happens when you have streamlined 
air-flow and high density. The Banks Ram-Air 
Intake feeds your engine all the cool air it craves 
and more.

Banks Ram-Air: Total air-flow management, rich 
oxygen-density, and unrestricted flow… now that’s 
a breath of fresh air.
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FaQs:
Q | If the Banks Power design is so much better than stock, why don’t the OE manufacturers copy Banks?

A | They generally do – five years after we’ve led the way to innovation. Banks raises the bar and 
the competitors and OEM’s eventually follow our lead. It’s a pattern we’ve seen time and again.

FaQs:
Q | What sets the Banks Ram-Air & Super-Scoop apart from all the others?

A | Superior design, with gains validated through rigorous lab and real-world testing. No other 
brand can touch Ram-Air’s gains... on paper or on the road.
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Banks continues to lead the pack in product research and development by bringing new 
and innovative products to the marketplace evolved from lessons learned at the racetrack.  

Let someone else use his or her beloved truck as a proving ground. I will wait and 
purchase a proven product from a time-proven company such as Banks Engineering.

turbo diesel Register Magazine

“

”

The competition is full of HoT air!
Banks Ram-Air does the best job of packing cool, dense air into your 
engine’s turbo. But you don’t have to be a rocket scientist to figure that 
out. Just look at these “filters-on-a-stick” and it’s easy to see why they 
fall down on the job—direct exposure to hot engine compartment air 
and reliance on stock or cramped intake ducting. And these are our 
two closest competitors. The other guys are worse!

AIRAID 
INTAkE SYSTEM

Banks Super-Scoop 
Turn your Banks Ram-Air into a natural supercharger 
by bolting on the optional Super-Scoop. It draws in cold 
outside air through its huge air scoop and speeds up the 
air even before it reaches your air filter. For maximum 
airflow, Super-Scoop packs a real power punch.

Banks ram-air intake System 
With its giant reusable filter and protective air box, Banks Ram-Air gets the job started 
right by separating intake air from the hot, thin engine compartment air. Then it 
follows through with a high-flow, low-restriction outlet that packs cold air into your 
turbo. See the huge intake bellows? That protects your Banks Ram-Air from damaging 
engine movement and it’s something nobody else offers.

AFE STAGE II
INTAkE SYSTEM

HUGE
BELLOW

GIANT
REUSABLE

FILTER

HIGH-FLOW
LOW-RESTRICTION

OUTLET

REUSES
STOCk TUBE

LARGE
FILTER

SMALL
BELLOW

OPEN ENCLOSURE,
DRAWS HOT AIR FROM ENGINE

coMpetitive testing

Thanks BANKS POWER for the RAM-AIR system I purchased for my GMC Sierra 2500 HD diesel. I noticed a big difference 
right away when I started my truck. No smoke and smoother/quicker acceleration. I had to go on a long trip the following 
day and did notice better mileage. All of BANKS claims were true. I am very happy and impressed. 

alec of st. thomas, canada

“
”

RAINWATER &
DEBRIS OUTLET
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inteRcooLeR UpgRADes

FaQs:
Q | What will the Banks Techni-Cooler Intercooler system do for my towing ability?

A | It will knock it out of the park. Banks Techni-Cooler intercooler means more air density and 
 much higher levels of continuous torque while at the same time keeping a lid on EGT’s.

Techni-cooler®

intercooler System 
Want to charge up the hills at the speed you want without ever 

worrying about EGT’s? You need the Banks Techni-Cooler. The 

factory intercooler is too restrictive to fulfill its intended function: 

Increase density! With 29% more cooling capacity volume, 

Banks removes restrictions, reduces pressure drop  from the boosted 

air, and significantly cools the air for maximum oxygen content and 

power. Your exhaust gas temps stay nice and cool and so will you. 

And its all-aluminum design is far more reliable and long-lasting 

than the partially plastic stock cracking version.

Boost Tube upgrade kit
This larger and more smoothly-bent Boost Tube kit 

brings even greater gains in flow 

and continuous power.
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FaQs:
Q | What’s involved in installing the Banks Techni-Cooler Intercooler system?

A | Banks engineers have designed the Techni-Cooler to fit neatly into the space previously 
 occupied by the stock intercooler. Though the end tanks, plumbing, and all internal airflow 
 channels are vastly expanded, Techni-Cooler remains a simple, direct-replacement application.

The Banks intercooler is a far more efficient unit. That’s because it’s 
much thicker, with more surface area for improved heat transfer.

steve temple; diesel Power Magazine

“ ”

check out the video! 
Stacey David of Trucks! 
explains why an intercooler 
upgrade makes perfect sense 
— and power! Watch it at:
bankspower.com/
technicooler-upgrade

Don’t Get Tuned Out
If you run a tuner with EGT limiting and don’t 

beef up your intercooler, you may be in for 
a big surprise. Pushing in more fuel without 
more cool air can really make your EGT’s spike.  
Before you know it… BAM! Your tuner’s EGT 
limiting feature kicks in, backing down the fuel 
and ripping away all that extra performance you 
paid for. It’s like ordering a steak and then being 
told you can’t eat it.

Techni-Cooler keeps you from hitting the 
EGT wall. Your tuner will finally deliver that 

continuous, uninterrupted power 
and not have it fizzle right 

when you need it most.

 Whether you’re gunning 
for the finish line or the top 
of the next big hill, Techni-

Cooler always delivers.

Read more about Banks Techni-Cooler systems at: 
bankspower.com/techni-cooler

Big Density:
Big Difference

The cooler the air, the greater the oxygen 
content. That’s density and it’s the key to 
creating continuous power. Here’s the 
problem with the factory intercooler – it’s a 
bottleneck. Too small, too restrictive and it 
just doesn’t deliver the dense, oxygen-rich 
air needed to make real torque. The factory 
was on the right track adding an intercooler 
but our testing reveals that so much has 
been left on the table. The factory made 
room for an intercooler so why not install 
one that really performs? That’s where 
Banks Techni-Cooler intercooler comes in. 

As the illustration demonstrates, 
Techni-Cooler is streamlined to improve 
flow and deliver that all-important 
density. It means major performance and 
efficiency enhancements under all driving 
conditions, particularly under load. In 
other words, it’s the real deal.

Outlet
Restriction

Narrow
end-tank

design with
angled flow

path

Insufficient Core Design
1.6”  thick—and less overall area

Improved
Inlet
Large

streamlined
end-tank

design and 
flow path

Inlet
Restriction

Squeezes
down to 2.6”  

opening

Narrow end
Tank design

Larger Core Design
Core area 2” thick—25% thicker than stock for greater

cooling capacity. Increased area with 28% greater
depth and 36% greater volume increased air density

Improved
Outlet

Larger 2.8” 
opening

(16% bigger)

Bigger
end tank
optimizes

airflow
for greater 

cooling

STOCK INTERCOOLER

BANKS TECHNI-COOLER

Outlet
Restriction

Narrow
end-tank

design with
angled flow

path

Insufficient Core Design
1.6”  thick—and less overall area

Improved
Inlet
Large

streamlined
end-tank

design and 
flow path

Inlet
Restriction

Squeezes
down to 2.6”  

opening

Narrow end
Tank design

Larger Core Design
Core area 2” thick—25% thicker than stock for greater

cooling capacity. Increased area with 28% greater
depth and 36% greater volume increased air density

Improved
Outlet

Larger 2.8” 
opening

(16% bigger)

Bigger
end tank
optimizes

airflow
for greater 

cooling

STOCK INTERCOOLER

BANKS TECHNI-COOLER

airflow is vital to cooling
The crude bar-and-plate cores used by the competition impede flow to the 
radiator due to sloppy aerodynamics.

BankS – Streamlined Airflow oTHErS – Blocks Critical Airflow

why our End Tanks are Better 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
designed, rugged, and super streamlined, 
the Banks Techni-Cooler’s end tanks 
ensure maximum airflow and performance. 
The same can’t be said for the squeezed 
and square stock end tanks. Banks’ cast 
aluminum end tanks are far more durable 
than the stock plastic tanks.

BANkS STOCkkey Benefits
›› Increased horsepower/torque 

›› Stronger hill-climbing/towing

›› Improved fuel economy 

›› Increased longevity/durability

›› Much Cooler EGT’s

TM
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FaQs:
Q | Will I have problems with droning or resonance at highway speeds?

A | No. Each and every Banks Monster Exhaust is tuned and sound-tested on an application-specific 
 basis. You’ll have the strong, baritone sound without the annoying resonance caused by 
 generic brands.

FaQs:
Q | I see that some companies use a 5” diameter exhaust pipe. Why does Banks use a 4”?

A | It delivers the best low-end torque. Bigger tubing is better up to a certain point but too big can 
 actually begin to hurt your low-end power. Banks always goes where the data leads.

Banks Takes the 
Pressure Off

Your factory exhaust system flows about as 
well as a severely kinked garden hose. Those 
kinks are causing flow-restriction and the more 
restriction there is, the more backpressure there 
is. In the case of your truck, the engine has 
to work to push through the pressure. That’s 
power that could be going to the rear wheels 
but instead it’s going down the drain.      

If there’s one common thread I’ve seen over 
the years it’s restrictive factory exhaust systems. 
They’re too small, crimped in the bends, and 
feature mufflers built like an airflow maze. The 
factory’s concern is how to do it cheaply… my 
concern is how do it right.  

Banks knocks out the back-pressure and 
unlocks a world of wasted power and mileage. 
Our Monster Exhausts feature large, constant-
diameter tubing, truck-specific 
high-flow mufflers,  and 
stainless steel construction. 
Not to mention a deep 
sound that separates the 
men from the boys.

Read more about Banks Monster Exhaust systems 
at: bankspower.com/monster-exhaust-lmm

check out the video! 
Gale Banks talks with Sam 
Memmolo from Two Guys 
Garage about how Banks’ 
new Cool Cuff design adds 
performance and safety to 
DPF systems. Watch it at:
bankspower.com/video/
monster-exhaust-lmm

This is more than big pipes; this is a well-engineered exhaust system. Best 
thing about this system is how easy it is to put in. It just slides into place.

stacey david of trucks! (on spike network)
“ ”

eXhAUst UpgRADes

Shown: Monster Exhaust — Split Side Duals
Comes with Banks’ exclusive polished-stainless slash-cut 

rolled-edge “ob-round” tailpipe tip (patent pending)

Monster® Exhaust  Systems —
Split Side Duals & Side Single
Our 4” Monster Exhaust systems deliver Banks’ signature rich sound, durable 

stainless steel construction, and perfect fitment. And because they slash 

backpressure by over half, your performance is really going to jump. Our 

exclusive Cool Cuff® exhaust outlets extinguish the dangerous temps created 

by the DPF regeneration cycle, even more effectively than the stock outlet. 

Our competitors send outlet temps through the roof. 

Check out the competitive graph (see page 16) and 

you’ll see what we mean. For those wanting an 

even more distinctive look, our Diesel Duals 

are just right. In fact, the only thing better 

looking than our gleaming, ob-round 

exhaust tip is two of them!

Shown: Monster Exhaust — Side Single 
Comes with Banks’ exclusive polished-

stainless slash-cut rolled-edge “ob-round” 
tailpipe tip (patent pending)

We’ve got the sounds 
you’re looking for at:
bankspower.com/
monster-exhaust-lmm

key Benefits
›› 80% Better Flow

›› More Power & Torque

›› Improved Fuel Economy

›› Reduces Temperatures

›› Better Throttle Response
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FaQs:
Q | Will I have to relocate my spare tire to install a Monster Exhaust?

A | No. Our systems are engineered to slip fit, clamp, and follow an obstruction-free path. Both our  
 Monster single AND dual exhaust version fit without any change to the factory stock tire location.

FaQs:
Q | Why does Banks use stainless steel?

A | The constant heat-cool cycle an exhaust system experiences makes 409 the perfect choice. It 
 allows us to give our customers a limited lifetime warranty and will never become brittle and 
 crack like most brands.

coMpetitive testing
Don’t Get Burned!
Banks Has the Solution
Engineered Cool Cuff® design. The diesel particulate 

filter (DPF) reduces soot by turning it to ash through 

regeneration. This can heat exhaust gas temps to 1,100°+ 

at the DPF outlet! Banks Monster® Exhaust with Cool 

Cuff reduces these dangerous temps as much as or 

more than stock while also cutting backpressure 

and improving fuel economy. And with our 

eye-catching polished-stainless tailpipe 

tip(s), we look good doing it!

Too Hot to Handle! 
Now take a look at our “competitors” and you’ll see they’re full of very hot air. 

Buy one of their exhausts and you could get burned in every sense of the word.

ill-conceived, Poorly 
Designed Systems
The other guys must not have any 
engineers on staff. If they did, they 
wouldn’t be offering systems that can’t 
even compare to the factory exhaust. 

And if they’d done any testing, maybe 
they wouldn’t have  such blazing hot 
tailpipe exit temperatures! Read more about Banks Cool Cuff design and get

the full test data at: bankspower.com/coolcuff

Watch the video of Banks Cool Cuff and how it adds 
performance at: bankspower.com/video/coolcuff

Cool Running
The exhaust coming out of a truck’s DPF 

can exceed 1,100 degrees, and it will happen 
when the truck is running or sitting at idle. That 
will burn or ignite anything you care about, 
from people to your garage. How’s that for 
dangerous?

GM and Ford cool their exhaust by mixing it 
with cool air before the outlet tip; Dodge should 
be doing the same in the near future. 

Our competitors fail completely. 

I can’t believe the liability they are creating for 
themselves and their dealers. I’m proud to say 
that in 50 years of business, Banks products have 
never harmed a person, a pet or the environment. 

All of our Cool Cuff-equipped Monster 
Exhaust systems are cool running, especially 
on the Duramax! So if your wife walks behind 
the truck, her pantyhose — not to mention 
kids, animals, cardboard boxes 
and the forest — are as safe as 
with a stock exhaust. 

Testing & validation
computational Fluid Dynamics (cFD) software: 
That’s the Banks difference. Our engineers input 
active regeneration DPF outlet temperatures into the 
computer, then run flow dynamics analysis to show 
the cooling effect of the Cool Cuff design all along 
the flow path.

Extensive temperature testing. Banks doesn’t 
just measure temperatures before and after the DPF 
and 6” from the tip. We also test critical systems 
for destructive heat exposure. Thermocouples are 
placed by the spare tire, shocks, wiring, hoses, and 
even the floor of the truck to make sure Monster 
Exhaust keeps everything as cool or cooler than the 
factory exhaust. And we don’t just scrutinize our 
systems; we put the other guys through the same 
grueling tests.

Banks Exclusive
cool cuff Design

cool Flow!
Flows up to 80% better than 
stock! Cooling as much or 
more than stock without killing 
flow is a major challenge. But 
Monster Exhaust wins on both 
counts…and increases fuel 
efficiency in the process.BANkS MAGNAFlOW MBRPSTOCk AFE GIBSON
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check out the video! 
This is a great upgrade 
for any truck that sees 
serious duty, says Ian at 
Xtreme4x4. Watch and see 
why the Banks Billet Torque 
Converter can help prevent 
clutch failure, converter 
failure, and slippage at
bankspower.com/video/
torqueconverter-lmm

poWeRtRAin UpgRADes

Banks’ multi-disc clutch features three friction surfaces that 
stand up to the biggest torque demands without complaining.

Banks Billet™ Torque converter 
  with RaceLock ® Technology
The torque converter transfers power from the engine to your 

automatic transmission. Hauling heavy loads or making frequent 

use of power mods can quickly expose the stock torque converter 

for what it is: the powertrain’s weak link. Slippage, surging, 

transmission shudder and excessive heat are just a few of the 

symptoms. In the worst case scenario, a catastrophic failure of the 

torque converter can take the transmission down with it. The Banks 

Billet Torque Converter is the heavy-duty solution! 
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FaQs:
Q | If I use my truck for towing, am I a good candidate for a Banks Billet Torque Converter?

A | You bet. Your Allison Transmission is superb but the stock torque converter leaves a lot to be 
 desired, especially while under load. The Banks Billet Torque Converter eliminates the failure 
 point and more than doubles the torque converter clutch capacity.

FaQs:
Q | Will I need to perform any transmission modifications in order to install a Billet Torque Converter?

A | No. The Banks Billet Torque Converter is designed as a direct replacement for the factory unit. 
 No tranny modifications will be necessary.

indestructible Forged-Steel
Billet Front cover 
The stock cover is stamped from low-carbon 
steel that tends to warp. Banks’ thick, single-
piece cover is CNC-machined from forged steel. 
Forging gives the cover tremendous strength in all 
directions, so even under extreme force and heat, 
it remains uniformly flat—no flexing whatsoever. 
Don’t be fooled by inferior covers that go by the 
name “billet.” Simply welding a disc or ring to the 
sidewall doesn’t make it a billet cover. 

Hardened Turbine Hub
The factory-riveted hub shifts and wears out. 
Banks’ redesigned hub is furnace-brazed, not 
welded, for reinforcement, and has hardened 
splines to stand up to the punishment when 
power transfers from the converter to the 
transmission’s input shaft.

Hardened Pump Drive
Integral to the back cover, which doubles as a 
centrifugal pump, is a pump drive hub that mates 
to the transmission. In stock form, this area tends 
to chip and crack. Banks solves the problem with 
a hardened pump drive made of 4130 chrome-
moly steel to withstand massive torque. Finally, 
the complete torque converter is pressure-tested 
to assure perfect sealing.

Slip-resistant 
MUlTI-DISC TORQUE CONvERTER ClUTCH

Under load, the stock torque converter can slip 
while in lockup mode, causing excessive clutch 
wear and tranny heat. Banks’ multi-disc torque 
converter clutch delivers maximum contact area 
and synchs with the billet front cover to maintain 
tight contact without slipping, greatly improving 
holding power. The result? More than twice the 
stock torque converter clutch capacity – Banks’ 
1800 ft. lbs. vs. stock’s 600 ft. lbs.

Banks Engineering makes excellent products. The torque converter with the larger lockup 
clutch surface has no slippage and my fluid temp is lower. I’m a happy customer.

Richard of Palestine, tX 

“ ”

Shown above, the factory torque converter features weak, 
weld-on bolt points. Cutting corners means failure points. 
That’s why the Banks Billet Torque Converter is made from solid 
billet steel. No failure points, just peace-of-mind.

STOCk
BOLT POINTS 

ARE WELDED ON

BANkS
USES SOLID 

BILLET STEEL

key Benefits
›› Prolongs Transmission life 

›› Stronger Drivetrain

›› Great foundation for towing

›› Nearly a full second off your
   0-60 mph time

›› Total reliability
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Huge 5” color Touchscreen – Largest On the Market 
Bigger is definitely better. Only Banks iQ has a full 5” color touch-screen display with sharp resolution 
and vivid colors. Its generous size and clear, easy to read graphics allows for easy viewing at a glance! 
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Banks iQ™ Dashboard Pc
The all-new Banks iQ represents the evolution in the art and science of vehicle-user-interfaces. With the Banks 

iQ it’s not just information, it’s total control. When you combine our Six-Gun or SpeedBrake product to the Banks 

iQ’s 5” color touchscreen you can choose power levels, control downhill cruising speed, adjust braking intensity, 

measure vehicle performance, read your altitude, get true vehicle speed via GPS technology, and so much more… 

all on-the-fly and in real time! Banks iQ opens a window into the vital inner workings of your vehicle’s ECU, letting 

you see what’s beyond your dashboard’s gauges. Set audible alarms, read and clear trouble/diagnostic codes, log 

data, and measure horsepower and acceleration. Because the iQ is totally portable you can listen to music, watch 

videos, play games and review Microsoft® Office documents wherever you are, inside or outside your vehicle. The 

Banks iQ is also an easy upgrade for customers who already own a Banks’ PowerPDA and want to step into the future.

53/8” TOUCHSCREEN – SHOWN ACTUAL SIzE 

choose 
your Layout 
What good is displaying info if 
you can’t read it? The Banks 
iQ’s intelligently designed 
screens are large and easy to 
see at a glance. No squinting 
or staring helps keep your 
eyes where they belong… on 
the road. Choose from either 
digital readouts or virtual 
analog gauges with large, 
easy to read dials.

choose your Gauge color 
Change your readout to match your dashboards lights… or to whatever mood you’re in that day. The 
Banks iQ can also automatically change gauge colors and dims the screen for day or night viewing.

it’s Totally Portable! 
Your experience doesn’t stop once the engine does. Only the 
Banks iQ has a rechargeable battery making it truly portable. 
Show off your performance stats to your pals, listen to music, 
watch a movie or share your photos with your family. 

choose your Environment 
The Banks iQ is your gateway to automotive control 
with information, safety, productivity and entertainment 
applications you can use inside and outside of your vehicle.

Populate 
your Gauges 
Pick what you want to see, where you 
want to see it and how it’s displayed. 
Populate the screen with English or 
Metric units and choose from up to 
36 pre-loaded gauges. With more 
being added! 

Set your alarms 
The Banks iQ is your wingman keeping 
a watchful eye on various temperatures 
and vehicle functions. Unlike those 
other silent ones, set your safety zones 
and the Banks iQ will let you know, both 
visually and audibly, where you stand. 

calibrate 
your Speed 
Using advanced GPS technology 
the Banks iQ shows you your actual 
speed… even with stock tires. Put in 
a different gear set? Running huge off-
road or low-profile tires? It’s nothing 
the Banks iQ can’t handle.

Bully Dog Triple Dog GT
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Be Productive 
Look familiar? Feel right at home and use built-in Microsoft® 
software with familiar functionality. The Banks iQ is a 
dashboard PC that can view your Microsoft® Office files, 
manage your data, and much more!

navigation 
Banks Nav utilizes the Banks iQ’s built-in GPS capabilities to the 
fullest degree. Get turn-by-turn navigation that will get you to your 
destination every time. With visual and verbal directions, thousands 
of points of interest (with phone numbers) in both the US and 
Canada, on-screen alerts and more, you won’t need another 
device. Banks iQ truly does it all! (Banks Nav sold separately)

Test your Performance
Think you and your vehicle are fast? Prove it! Not only can you do 0-60, 1/4 mile and 1/8 mile runs, but you can see recorded vitals 
throughout your run. Make tuning changes and log your best combinations. Save and store each run, then show them off to your friends. 
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Power and Safety… all at your fingertips! 
See more, and control more with added power/safety functions when you connect the Banks iQ 

to a Banks diesel tuner, SpeedBrake or any of our other devices with just a tap of the screen.

compass 
A normal compass will tell you the direction that you’re going 
in, but that’s about it. By using GPS technology the Banks iQ’s 
compass features go beyond the norm. Towing a load up some 
twisty hills? The Banks iQ will tell you your elevation… and the 
grade you’re climbing. 

Play Music 
Supporting MP3, WMA & WAV files file 
formats, Banks iQ lets you bring your music 
library with you! Load up a micro SD with all 
your favorite tunes and enjoy them anywhere 
you go, through the built-in speaker, the 
stereo system, or your earphones with crisp, 
clear digital amplified sound.

watch Movies 
Banks iQ delivers high-quality, and 
seamless movie viewing both inside and 
outside your truck. Supporting MPEG-1, 
MP4, AVI, WMV, ASF, 3GP, and Divx 
format files, Banks iQ is as serious about 
entertainment as it is about performance. 

Play Games 
Movies, music and… games? With the 
Banks iQ there’s never a dull moment. 
Choose from three pre-installed games: 
FreeCell, Connect and Solitaire, or launch 
an array of additional gaming options from 
compatible Windows® CE game formats.

Fuel Economy
The Banks iQ stays in constant communication with your 
vehicle keeping track of all the major stats needed to accurately 
determine your fuel usage in English or Metric units, and does 
so automatically. know what you’re trip average is, what you’re 
getting right now, how much fuel is left and more all on the same 
screen. Use the Logbook feature to record and review your stats… 
or keep track of the other leadfoot who drove your rig last. 

Fuel cost
How much did it cost to go to work today? How much did that 
different route actually save you? What did you spend on fuel 
last week, last month, or even every month of the year for that 
matter? With the Banks iQ you can keep track of multiple trips, 
or everything combined. No need for dash-mounted toys that 
give you best guesses, get the smart answers with Banks iQ.

Diagnose Problems
Banks iQ is like having a personal vehicle technician in 
your corner. Check/Clear diagnostic codes at the touch of 
a button. And the best part? Logged events are defined in 
plain English, not just codes. 
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FaQs:
Q | How upgradable is the Banks iQ as new programs and applications become available in the future?

A | Banks iQ is completely expandable and ready to accept any and all new compatible 
 applications and programs as time goes on. With its USB connectivity and its built-in mini-SD 
 port, there’s virtually no limit to Banks iQ’s expansion capabilities.
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BAnks vs. coMpetition
Bully Dog Triple Dog GT 
Doesn’t Measure up
Only the Banks iQ delivers what 
you need and in a package you 
can truly use in the real world. 
While a lot of companies are out 
there selling mini dashboard-
trinkets, Banks has remained 
focused on what vehicle/
user interfacing is all about: 
capabilities and control. The 
Banks iQ is power. It’s leading 
edge technology. It’s the tool you 
need to command your truck for 
whatever the task at hand. And 
best of all… it’s expandable to 
keep you in constant possession 
of the latest features without 
having to buy a new device every 
other year!

FaQs:
Q | How customizable is the data displayed on screen?

A | Fully expandable. You’ll enjoy a wide range of display, color, style, and data options all at your 
 own selection and based on your own individual preference.

Small is not always Better
For some things in life, small is better. Things like cell phones, utility 
bills, and warts for example. But when it comes to a display that 
monitors critical engine information, you want to go big. If you have 
to squint and strain to read the data, your eyes are off the road too 
long—and that’s not safe. Put the Banks iQ in your truck and you’re 
the master of your domain, summoning readouts that are easy to 
read, easy to navigate, and that have the highest levels of engineering 
behind them. Then take the iQ out of your truck (sorry competitors—
you don’t work unless you’re plugged into the vehicle) and kick back 
while listening to music or watching movies, all the while knowing 
you’ve got the biggest screen, the most vibrant colors, and the most 
dynamic graphics on the market. 

3.5”

5.5” .5”

Size and weight
Height: 3.5 inches (88.9 mm)

Width: 5.5 inches (139.7 mm)

Depth: 0.5 inch (12.7 mm)

Weight: 7.8 ounces (221 grams)

Display
• 5-inch (diagonal) color touchscreen display

• 480-by-272-pixel resolution at 110 ppi

• Fingerprint-resistant oleophobic coating

• Support for display of multiple languages    
and characters simultaneously

Touchscreen controls

input/output connectors

 Power and Battery
• Built-in rechargeable battery

• Charging via USB to computer 
system or power adapter

in the Box
• Banks iQ dashboard PC

• Communication bridge

• Cable (Mini B to USB)

• Windshield mount

• Mounting clip

• Wall charger

Technical Specifications

Day/Night
Hotkey

Adjust
Power 
Levels

iQ Icon
Change 

Environments

Help Selectable Gauges
Status

Indicator

Wrench Icon
Adjustments 

Menu

Stylus

Speaker

3.5-mm, Stereo/
Headphone Mini Jack

Micro SD Slot

Power Button

Mini USB

After seeing the Banks iQ, we were left wondering — is there anything this product won’t be able to do?

david Kennedy, editor diesel Power Magazine“ ”

“ ”Anytime more power was needed, we used the touchscreen to dial it in and then held on while the iQ worked its magic.

dan Ward, editor truckin’ Magazine 
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BAnks vs. coMpetition

FEaTurES BankS iQ
BuLLyDoG

TriPLE DoG GT EDGE cS EDGE cTS DaSHDaQ DiaBLo SPorT TriniTy

Huge Display Size YES! 
Huge 5” Display with large, crisp 
graphics you can read at a  glance NO!

2.8” tiny screen is too small 
to be a serious gauge NO!

2.8” screen is very hard 
to read while driving NO!

4.3” Display – not too bad but 
you still can’t see much due to 
poor graphics

NO!
4.0” Display – lots to see on this 
small screen so things get very  
crowded

NO!
3.5” Display – this was big when the  
VCR was popular

Supports GPS 
Navigation (optional) YES!

Supports GPS Navigation (optional) 
Full turn-by-turn navigation with 
voice – 7 million points of interest

NO!
But would you really want 
to read a map on this tiny 
screen anyway?

NO! Not built for it NO! Not built for it YES!
Supports GPS Navigation (optional)
Can’t be used out of the vehicle NO! Not built for it

Over 30 Gauges YES!
Over 30 informative gauge           
selections that you can use NO!

Gauge selection depends 
on vehicle NO!

Gauge selection 
depends on vehicle NO!

Gauge selection depends        
on vehicle YES!

A bunch, but most are not over 
30 Gauges, not too useful NO! Gauge selection depends on vehicle

Out-of-vehicle 
Uses/Portable YES!

Rechargeable battery lets you take 
your Banks iQ anywhere NO!

No battery, so it’s tied 
to the vehicle NO!

No battery, so it’s 
tied to the vehicle NO!

No battery, so it’s tied 
to the vehicle NO!

No battery, so it’s tied 
to the vehicle NO!

No battery, so it’s tied 
to the vehicle

Microsoft® 
Office Functions YES!

Microsoft® Office functions allow 
you to take your files on the road NO!

Not in its vocabulary    
and the screen is too 
small to view

NO!
Nothing but some 
gauge features here NO!

Nothing but some gauge 
features here NO! No signs of Microsoft® here NO! Just gauges

Music Player YES!
Music player + portability 
+ memory card = music nirvana NO!

It beeps… 
does that count? NO! In its dreams NO!

Sure, you can listen to the 
sound… of silence YES!

You can only listen to music in
the vehicle, not out of the vehicle NO! Not capable

video Player YES!
Video player + portability
= traveling cinema NO!

no video player 
+ no portability = no 
traveling cinema

NO!
Even if it could, would you
want to watch something      
on that tiny screen?

NO!
Same (lack of) features as 
its little sister… no video YES!

Viewing enjoyment is diminished by 
small screen and lack of portability NO! Not capable

Windows® CE YES!
Rock solid Windows® CE allows for 
expansion and use of other programs NO!

It’s a one-trick 
pony-er, puppy NO! No expandability NO! No expandability NO! No expandability NO! Other programs? What’s that?

Music
• Playback of MP3, WMA & WAV files

• Basic playback controls such as play, 
pause, stop, next and previous

• Playback includes repeat (repeat track/all/
off), normal sequence

• Play list support

Photo album
• Supports JPEG/BMP/PND format

• Implement operations, such as slide show, 
view, rotate, delete

Movie
• Supports MPEG-1, MP4, AVI, WMV, ASF, 

3GP, and Divx format files

• Basic playback controls such as play, 
pause, stop, next and previous

• Switch between full screen and standard 
screen freely

• Play list support

E-Book reader
• View text, books or documents saved      

in TxT format

• Supports ANSI, Unicode and UTF-8     
coding formats

Games
• Choose from three pre-installed games: 

FreeCell, Connect or Solitaire

• Launch compatible Windows®CE         
game formats

Desktop
• Start and work with any of the pre-

installed applications on your Banks iQ     
in a familiar environment 

• Manage your files: load, save or delete

wordPad
• Use the stylus and virtual keyboard to type 

and save notes

• Open up Word documents, make and             
save changes

Excel reader
• View stored documents created in Excel 

calculator
• Use the number pad to enter and perform 

mathematical calculations

image reader 

• View and sort images stored on the 
device, micro SD card, or USB thumb drive 
(each sold separately) 

• View images individually or as a slide show

• Rotate, cut, crop, adjust hue, change the 
brightness and resize your photos

• Save your changes 

PDF reader
• View documents stored as PDF files

PowerPoint viewer
• View stored PowerPoint documents and 

presentations.

and this is only the beginning! 

You’ll always be able to run the latest 
software and download new programs 
as they become available making the 
Banks iQ the smart choice, both now 
and for the future!

Pre-Loaded Features — Entertainment Applications Productivity Applications

BankS iQ
DaSHBoarD Pc

YES! 
Huge 5” Display with large, crisp 
graphics you can read at a  glance

YES!
Supports GPS Navigation (optional) 
Full turn-by-turn navigation with 
voice – 7 million points of interest

YES!
Over 30 informative gauge           
selections that you can use

YES!
Rechargeable battery lets you take 
your Banks iQ anywhere

YES!
Microsoft® Office functions allow 
you to take your files on the road

YES!
Music player + portability 
+ memory card = music nirvana

YES!
Video player + portability
= traveling cinema

YES!
Rock solid Windows® CE allows for 
expansion and use of other programs

So is the Banks iQ smart? The answer is a definite yes! It is a well-designed 
handheld computer with an extensive complement of applications and functions.

8-Lug Magazine

“ ”
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Banks Six-Gun® Diesel Tuner
Need more tire-smoking, pavement-chewing power? Get your hands on the 

Banks Six-Gun Diesel Tuner. For even greater power, grab a Speed-Loader®, too. 

Or for greater power plus unmatched flexibility, go with Six-Gun plus Banks iQ™ 

Dashboard PC. CleanTune™ Technology gives you mega power without soot—

best gains up to +130 hp and +244 lb-ft at the rear wheels. Six-Gun has 

adjust-on-the-fly power levels and is Stacked for Power® to tune pulse width, 

timing and fuel pressure. Built-in powertrain safeguards.

BankSPowEr.coM | caLL ToLL FrEE (800) 816-4387 | DIESEL TUNERS coMPonEnTS | 2928 | coMPonEnTS DIESEL TUNERS | caLL ToLL FrEE (800) 816-4387 | BankSPowEr.coM

FaQs:
Q | What will happen to my fuel economy if I install a Banks tuner?

A | Banks tuners are designed just as much with fuel economy in mind as they are with power. 
 By maintaining your normal driving habits, a Banks tuner should yield gains in economy.

FaQs:
Q | Will I have to worry about my exhaust gas temperatures?

A | Banks tuners do not over-fuel your engine and create the EGT concerns most other brands do. 
 Banks tuning is clean from the start but in typical Banks fashion, EGT-limiting safeguards are 
 integrated into each tuner for total peace-of-mind.

Banks Six-Gun Diesel Tuner 
is included with Big Hoss 
and Six-Gun Bundles, and is 
also available separately.

Banks EconoMind Diesel Tuner 
is included with PowerPack 
and Stinger systems, and is 
also available separately.

Banks EconoMind® Diesel Tuner
The centerpiece of Banks PowerPack® and Stinger® engineered power systems, 

EconoMind delivers better fuel economy under any load condition! It has 

adjust-on-the-fly power levels and is Stacked for Power® to tune pulse width, 

timing and fuel pressure. EconoMind calibrates the engine to consume less fuel 

at any power level. Its CleanTune™ Technology protects emissions components, 

adding up to +100 hp and +239 lb-ft at the rear wheels with fuel economy 

improvements up to 19%. Built-in powertrain safeguards.

DieseL tUneRs

Six-Gun + Switch
• Change power levels at the  
 twist of a knob
• Entry-level tuner option 
• Upgradable to higher-level  
 systems/options
• Thermocouple & pyrometer  
 gauge recommended

aDDS uP To:

+97 hp and +170 lb-ft
(with recommended airflow improvements)

EconoMind + Switch
• Calibrated for towing or street use
• Change power levels at the twist  
 of a knob
• More fuel economy under any 
 load condition
• Built-in safeguards
• CleanTune Technology
• Thermocouple included

aDDS uP To:

+100 hp and +239 lb-ft
(with recommended airflow improvements)

Six-Gun + Speed-Loader
• Change power levels at the  
 twist of a knob
• Highest-proven hp & torque 
• Upgradable to higher-level  
 systems/options
• Thermocouple included (pyrometer  
 gauge highly recommended)

aDDS uP To:

+130 hp and +244 lb-ft
(with recommended airflow improvements)

Six-Gun + Banks iQ
• Change power levels at the  
 touch of the screen
• Highest-proven hp & torque 
• Dashboard PC with ultimate 
 custom tunability
• Includes thermocouple & full  
 gauge capabilities

aDDS uP To:

+130 hp and +244 lb-ft
(with recommended airflow improvements)

EconoMind + Banks iQ
• Calibrated for towing or street use
• Change power levels at the touch
 of the screen
• More fuel economy under any load condition
• Built-in safeguards
• CleanTune Technology
• Dashboard PC with tons of features
• Thermocouple & full gauge capabilities

aDDS uP To:

+100 hp and +239 lb-ft
(with recommended airflow improvements)

YEEEEEEEE-HAAAAAAA!
Ken of Bossier city, Louisiana“ ”

Gain up to:

+100 hp
+239 lb-ft

  At the Rear Wheels

Gain up to:

+130 hp
+244 lb-ft

  At the Rear Wheels

Banks Exclusives
Banks activeSafety® 
As the name implies, it’s always 
on the job. It’s a self-monitoring 
software solution that provides an 
automatic tuner bypass should 
something malfunction. Now that’s 
peace of mind.

Banks autorate® 
Banks AutoRate dynamically adjusts 
the fuel calibration to the correct 
level for prevailing conditions and 
represents the most advanced 
suite of powertrain-management 
safeguards in the world today.    
Only AutoRate provides:

•    Torque converter clutch 
lockup protection: Safeguards 
the torque converter during 
initial engagement of the clutch

•    Safe-range turbo calibration: 
Maintains safe turbo speed at all 
times. Prevents overspeeding.  

•    Trans slip detection: Protects 
your trans against excessive 
internal wear by de-rating 
power in real time if slippage is 
detected.

•    Exhaust gas temperature 
limiting: Monitors and 
regulates fuel delivery to ensure 
continually safe EGT’s. (requires 
thermocouple)

•    Cold engine protection: 
Safeguards engine components, 
gaskets and seals by gradually 
metering added power as engine 
comes up to temperature

work/Tow  

The Six-Gun Tuner set on warp 
drive produces stellar numbers.

dirt sports

“ ”

SPorT/racE

Get In, Sit Down, Shut Up and 
HOLD ON! That is the story with 
my ‘01 BANKS-Upped Duramax. 
…when I dropped the Banks 
Six-Gun w/ Speed-Loader in 
under the hood, the truck’s 
attitude took a turn in the ‘let’s-
go-looking-for-a-Ford-and/or-a-
Dodge-to-SMOKE’ direction. 
The truck is amazing. I have had 
other performance programs 
and programmers but nothing 
holds a candle to the all-out tire 
smokin’, mud slinging, trailer 
pullin’, drag racing performance 
from Banks. Awesome job, guys.

craig of st. charles, Missouri

“

”
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CleanTune™ — 
Measuring Soot Output 
to Exacting Standards
For most aftermarket companies, the phrase “diesel-
tuning” is just a euphemism for making more power. 
At Banks, diesel-tuning has a much broader definition. 
Today’s electronically-controlled, DPF-equipped diesel 
trucks are infinitely more complex than the diesels 
of even just a few years ago. Fuel prices are high and 
emissions laws are becoming increasingly strict. How 
do we reach the truck’s full power potential while at the 
same time maximize fuel economy, honor the DPF, and 
adhere to all emissions controls? That’s the challenge. We 
meet it with what we call Banks CleanTune Technology. 

CleanTune is a great description of both our process and 
our end result. Of course, clean diesel-tuning can only 
result if a company’s test capabilities match their resolve.

Test Capabilities
In order to tune for maximum fuel economy we 
must first understand exactly how much fuel 
is being used both under factory conditions 
as well as by our various tunes throughout the 
development process. For this we employ the 
Banks Fuel Flow Meter. It’s a positive displace-
ment meter that allows us to measure fuel 
consumption down to a value of .00003 of a gallon, 
or 30 times more accurate than the meter used at 
your average fueling station. The factory leaves a 
lot on the table and thanks to this data we’re able 
to home in on the most economical tune possible. 
Getting maximum value from every drop of fuel 
paid for is your goal as well as ours.

The precision measurement of soot output is absolutely crucial when 
it comes to DPF-equipped trucks. Gale Banks himself, in customary 
pursuit of the world’s most advanced analytical equipment, traveled 
to Germany in order to acquire the Micro Soot Sensor and Analyzer. 
11,584 miles and $250K later, Banks was in possession of a testing 
capability light-years beyond that of any competitor. Capable of 
measuring engine soot output to the micro particle, it allows our 
engineers to produce diesel-tuning technology that safeguards the 
DPF. In fact, it’s so precise that it gives us the ability to produce tuning 
as clean as or cleaner than stock.

Banks engineers, on a mission to bring you the cleanest diesel-tuning 
products on the planet, utilize world class equipment and testing 
procedures far beyond those of any competitor.

BankSPowEr.coM | caLL ToLL FrEE (800) 816-4387 | cLEan TuninG | 3130 | cLEan TuninG | caLL ToLL FrEE (800) 816-4387 | BankSPowEr.coM

  A Vicious Cycle
My “Smoke is Stupid” approach to diesel tuning just got stunningly important. Why? Because 
of the diesel particulate filters (DPF) found on all new diesel trucks. The DPF can tolerate only 

so much soot, go through its regeneration cycle so many times, and accumulate so much 
ash – then it’s plugged and costs thousands of dollars to replace!

Dirty tuners sold by my competitors are killing DPF’s, fuel economy and in 
extreme cases, the engines themselves. Some of these guys even recommend 

you remove your DPF, violating state and federal laws. You don’t have to fall 
victim to this kind of nonsense. There is a better way.

Banks is the industry leader. We make power and mileage without 
violating your truck or the law. Our street tunes are as clean or cleaner than 
stock and we’ve got the data to prove it.

Read more about DPF at: bankspower.com/density

DEaD DPF
(Diesel Particulate Filter)

Testing performed on a 2007 Chevrolet Silverado 
Duramax LMM 4x4, Crew Cab, Short Bed. Soot data 
accumulated over ¼ mile distance at full power.

Dirty Tunes:
• Plug up the DPF with ash, killing it

• kill performance

• Cause continual DPF regeneration

• Create excessive exhaust temperatures

• Decreases fuel economy

• Compromise the truck’s warranty

• Drain your wallet (fuel costs)

• Drain your wallet to replace the clogged DPF

50%

100%

150%

200%

250%

300%

350%

400%

450%

500% 513.7%513.7%

357.5%357.5%

254.4%254.4%

173.8%173.8%
132.7%132.7%

100.0%100.0%
98.0%98.0%

Banks Six-Gun
Diesel Tuner

StockHypertechEdge
Evolution

PPE
Xcelerator

Bullydog
Powerpup

Quadzilla
Stealth

0%

Soot output vs. Stock
Banks Adds Power Safely,
the Competition Doesn’t!

coMpetitive testing cLeAn tUning

Banks Fuel Flow Meter

Banks Micro Soot Analyzer
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FaQs:
Q | How accurate are your analog gauges?

A | Banks Dynafact gauges set the aftermarket standard for both accuracy as well as build quality.  
 They’re back-lit, easy to read, and deliver the crucial data you need.

BankSPowEr.coM | caLL ToLL FrEE (800) 816-4387 | WORk OR PLAY PowEr SySTEMS | 3332 | coMPonEnTS INSTRUMENTATION | caLL ToLL FrEE (800) 816-4387 | BankSPowEr.coM

instRUMentAtion poWeR systeMs

Pillar-mount instrument consoles
• Mounts on A-pillar

• Allows wires and tubes to be cleanly routed 
for finished look

• 2-gauge configuration with partial-pillar 
covers or 2 or 3 gauges with full-pillar cover 
for seamless, “built-in” appearance 

• Optional provision for factory speaker

• Gauges sold separately

What I wanted was a complete system that wouldn’t toast my new truck. That narrowed 
things down. Among the few companies that offered tuning combined with airflow, only 
Banks offered a system in which all the components are engineered to work together.  

sportsman’s Gear Magazine

“
”

To build continuous usable power takes an engineered system–and I don’t mean a 
grab-bag of parts thrown together. I mean an engineered, dyno-tested, complete system 
where each component works together for maximum horsepower and torque gains.  

speedway illustrated Magazine

“
”

DynaFact® Gauges
Banks’ exclusive electronic gauges offer precision that no 

mechanical gauges can match. The needle position pinpoints 

the current reading and indicates the trend in boost and exhaust 

gas temperature (EGT). The 0-50 psi DynaFact boost gauge 

monitors power and turbo performance, telling you how much 

turbo boost has improved. The color-coded DynaFact pyrometer 

has an electronic thermocouple that tracks critical EGT. 

Systems for Work or Play
Banks gives you the best of both worlds: astonishing power and the 

power of choice. Whether you’re looking for a performance boost for your 
daily driving, daily hauling, weekend towing or tire-scorching-fun, look no 
further than Banks. From the easy-on-the-wallet performance enhancement 
of Banks Monster exhaust to engineered power systems that combine 
industry’s best diesel tuning with comprehensive airflow improvements 
for incredible power on demand with lower EGTs, increased durability and 
greater fuel economy, Banks is your source.

Read more about DPF at: bankspower.com/density

Pyrometer
• Monitors exhaust gas   

temps (EGT) in diesels

• Durability by eliminating 
safe-EGT-level guesswork

• Eliminates erroneous 
readings with ambient 
temps compensation

• Accurate within 15°F at 
maximum operating temps

• 2000°F-rated, chromel-
alumel thermocouple wire 
provides superior conductivity

• Illuminated 0-1500°F        
full-sweep face

Boost Gauges
• Monitors turbocharger 

performance in diesels

• Dynamically indicates    
boost output

• Allows driver to target ideal 
boost setting

• 0-50 or 0-15 psi 
configurations

• 0-50 psi electronically 
controlled models for    
some applications

Transmission oil 
Temperature Gauges
• Measures transmission      

oil temps

• Suggested for vehicles that 
see heavy-duty use

• Allows proper lubricant 
warm-up or cool-down to 
safeguard transmission life

• Color-coded face reads        
at a glance

Engine oil
Temperature Gauges
• Measures engine oil temps

• Suggested for vehicles that 
see heavy-duty use

• Allows proper lubricant 
warm-up or cool-down to 
safeguard engine life

• Color-coded face reads        
at a glance

Stinger®

System
PowerPack® 

System
Six-Gun® 
Bundle

Big Hoss® 
Bundle

Best horsepower gain 
(measured at rear wheels) +75 hp +100 hp +130 hp +130 hp

Best torque gain 
(measured at rear wheels) +153 lb-ft +239 lb-ft +244 lb-ft +244 lb-ft

Truck usage Towing/Work Towing/Work Sport/Race Sport/Race

improves engine efficiency, 
durability & mileage 4 4 4 4
Fuel calibrated to matched airflow 
improvements 4 4

Fuel calibration tuned for sport 4 4
Engineered power-and-performance 
package (level) Mid-level Top-level Mid-level Top-level

upgradable to Banks’ 
higher-level systems 4 4
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FaQs:
Q | If I don’t plan on doing any heavy towing, but I still want great power and fuel economy gains, is the 
 Stinger a good choice?

A | Yes. The Stinger is the perfect package for those who tow light to mid-size loads or for those 
 whose budget dictates that they upgrade in stages.

FaQs:
Q | If I install the Stinger system now, how easy is it for me to upgrade to the PowerPack when I’m ready   
 to take that next step?

A | Upgrading requires only that you purchase the additional pieces. You never buy anything twice 
 and your Stinger level tuner can even be re-flashed to the PowerPack level without any 
 hardware change!

incLuDES: 
›› Banks Ram-Air cold-air intake system with limited lifetime filter

›› EconoMind Diesel Tuner with Banks iQ™ Dashboard PC

›› Stainless constant-diameter DPF-back Monster Exhaust with 
Cool Cuff cooling technology; 4” intermediate pipe and tailpipe 
(4” Y-pipe and 3½” tailpipes on split-side duals for effortless fit)

›› Huge, polished-stainless rolled-edge tailpipe tip(s)

Stinger® System
Bolt on a Banks Stinger system and take your Duramax to the next level!  The economical Stinger is an excellent choice for added 

towing muscle and/or everyday street driving. Anchored by the CleanTune equipped EconoMind Diesel Tuner, Stinger includes 

the Ram-Air intake and Monster stainless-steel exhaust upgrades so your engine can finally breathe freely. Stinger delivers stout 

rear-wheel gains of up to +75 hp and +153 lb-ft. Improves engine longevity, and stretches your budget with impressive 

fuel economy gains!

key Benefits
›› Reduces EGT’s

›› Reduced back-pressure

›› Economical system

 Test vehicle: 2007 CHEvY SIlvERADO CREW CAB, SHORT BED, SINGlE REAR WHEElS with AllISON 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANS

Data Summary Stock Truck Banks Stinger System

Rear-Wheel Horsepower: Best gain
305.9 hp

@3200 rpm
381.3 hp

@3200 rpm
+75.4 hp

25% more

Rear-Wheel Torque: Best gain 568.4 lb-ft
@2200 rpm

721.4 lb-ft
@2200 rpm

+153.0 lb-ft
27% more

Rear-Wheel Horsepower: Peak-to-peak 305.9 hp
@3200 rpm

381.3 hp
@3200 rpm

+75.4 hp
25% more

Rear-Wheel Torque: Peak-to-peak 568.4 lb-ft
@2200 rpm

721.4 lb-ft
@2200 rpm

+153.0 lb-ft
27% more

Hillclimb Acceleration: 0-45 mph Time, 5% Grade 19.62 secs 13.89 secs -5.73 secs
29% quicker

Hillclimb Acceleration: 0-45 mph Distance, 5% Grade 1,234 ft 866 ft -368 ft
30% shorter
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StingerStinger

StockStock

Best Gain:

+153 lb-ft
@2200 rpm

Best Gain:

+75hp
@3200 rpm

Best Gain:

+153 lb-ft
@2200 rpm

Best Gain:

+75hp
@3200 rpm

StingerStinger

StockStock

Rear-Wheel Horsepower
WORKING RPM RANGE BETWEEN FACTORY SHIFTPOINTS

Rear-Wheel Torque (lb-ft)
WORKING RPM RANGE BETWEEN FACTORY SHIFTPOINTS
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PowerPackPowerPack

StockStock

Best Gain:

+239 lb-ft
@2200 rpm

Best Gain:

+100 hp
@3200 rpm

Best Gain:

+239 lb-ft
@2200 rpm

Best Gain:

+100 hp
@3200 rpm

PowerPackPowerPack

StockStock

Rear-Wheel Horsepower
WORKING RPM RANGE BETWEEN FACTORY SHIFTPOINTS

Rear-Wheel Torque (lb-ft)
WORKING RPM RANGE BETWEEN FACTORY SHIFTPOINTS

I left Los Angeles and towed my 13,400-lb trailer (21,000 pounds for truck and trailer) up thru a 10,000 foot pass and down 
several steep grades—3,000 miles and not one ‘white knuckle’ minute. Banks Stinger did the job on the long uphill pulls.

James of sunrise Beach, texas ”“

poWeR systeMs test ResULtsGain up to:

+75 hp
+153 lb-ft

  At the Rear Wheels Stock vs. Banks Stinger System

work/Tow  
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poWeR systeMs test ResULts

BankSPowEr.coM | caLL ToLL FrEE (800) 816-4387 | WORk/TOW PowEr SySTEMS | 3736 | PowEr SySTEMS WORk/TOW | caLL ToLL FrEE (800) 816-4387 | BankSPowEr.coM

FaQs:
Q | What makes the PowerPack Banks’ top-of-the-line towing system?

A | As a system, every piece of the PowerPack plays a role but the extra density provided by 
 the Techni-Cooler delivers a virtually limitless reservoir of hill-climbing and towing grunt.

FaQs:
Q | I do heavy towing now and then but when I’m solo, I like my truck to really move. Does the PowerPack 
 deliver the kind of speed and quickness I like for occasions when I’m not towing?

A | You bet. The PowerPack is very versatile. It muscles the heaviest of loads up the stoutest of 
 grades, no problem. But, when you want to show the guy next to you at the stop light who’s 
 boss, it can definitely handle that too.

incLuDES: 
›› Banks Techni-Cooler intercooler

›› Banks Ram-Air cold-air intake system with lifetime filter

›› EconoMind Diesel Tuner with Banks iQ Dashboard PC

›› Stainless constant-diameter DPF-back Monster Exhaust with 
Cool Cuff cooling technology; 4” intermediate pipe and tailpipe 
(4” Y-pipe and 3½” tailpipes on split-side duals for effortless fit)

›› Huge, polished-stainless rolled-edge tailpipe tip(s)

PowerPack® System
Top-of-the-line Banks PowerPack delivers everything you get with the Stinger, but with one huge extra: the Techni-Cooler 

intercooler. Think of our Techni-Cooler as a milkshake straw to the factory’s cocktail straw. With huge new volumes of cool, 

dense air PowerPack delivers monumental continuous power, improved durability, lower exhaust gas temps (EGTs), and 

maximum fuel economy. And Banks’ CleanTune technology means you get a suite of safeguards and smart tuning that the 

competitors can only admire from afar. With PowerPack, you can haul massive loads all day long without sweating about EGTs. 

With rear wheel gains of up to +100 hp and +239 lb-ft, the only concern on the hills will be avoiding speeding tickets!

key Benefits
›› Top-of-the-line towing power

›› Maximizes fuel economy

›› Loaded with cutting-edge 
   safeguards

Gale Banks has earned a highly favorable reputation with 
truck owners who do serious hauling or towing. If you’re 
ever crossing a mountain pass and you can’t seem to 
keep up with the pickup or RV in front of you, chances 
are good you’re following a Banks-equipped truck.

sport truck Magazine

“

”

check out the video! 
Watch the guys at TruckU 
install a PowerPack and explain 
how each of its components 
work to add power and durability 
at: bankspower.com/
powerpack-install

 Test vehicle: 2007 CHEvY SIlvERADO CREW CAB, SHORT BED, SINGlE REAR WHEElS with AllISON 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANS
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StingerStinger

StockStock

Best Gain:

+153 lb-ft
@2200 rpm

Best Gain:

+75hp
@3200 rpm

Best Gain:

+153 lb-ft
@2200 rpm

Best Gain:

+75hp
@3200 rpm

StingerStinger

StockStock

Rear-Wheel Horsepower
WORKING RPM RANGE BETWEEN FACTORY SHIFTPOINTS

Rear-Wheel Torque (lb-ft)
WORKING RPM RANGE BETWEEN FACTORY SHIFTPOINTS
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PowerPackPowerPack

StockStock

Best Gain:

+239 lb-ft
@2200 rpm

Best Gain:

+100 hp
@3200 rpm

Best Gain:

+239 lb-ft
@2200 rpm

Best Gain:

+100 hp
@3200 rpm

PowerPackPowerPack

StockStock

Rear-Wheel Horsepower
WORKING RPM RANGE BETWEEN FACTORY SHIFTPOINTS

Rear-Wheel Torque (lb-ft)
WORKING RPM RANGE BETWEEN FACTORY SHIFTPOINTS

Data Summary Stock Truck Banks PowerPack System

Rear-Wheel Horsepower: Best gain
238.1 hp

@2200 rpm
338.4 hp

@2200 rpm
+100.3 hp
42% more

Rear-Wheel Torque: Best gain 568.4 lb-ft
@2200 rpm

807.9 lb-ft
@2200 rpm

+239.5 lb-ft
42% more

Rear-Wheel Horsepower: Peak-to-peak 305.9 hp
@3200 rpm

405.2 hp
@3200 rpm

+99.3 hp
32% more

Rear-Wheel Torque: Peak-to-peak 568.4 lb-ft
@2200 rpm

807.9 lb-ft
@2200 rpm

+239.5 lb-ft
42% more

Hillclimb Acceleration: 0-45 mph Time, 5% Grade 19.62 secs 10.97 secs -8.65 secs
44% quicker

Hillclimb Acceleration: 0-45 mph Distance, 5% Grade 1,234 ft 633 ft -601 ft
49% shorter

Gain up to:

+100 hp
+239 lb-ft

  At the Rear Wheels

Stock vs. Banks PowerPack System
work/Tow  
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incLuDES: 
›› Six-Gun Diesel Tuner with Banks iQ Dashboard PC

›› Banks Ram-Air cold-air intake system with reusable filter

›› Stainless constant-diameter DPF-back Monster Exhaust with 
Cool Cuff cooling technology; 4” intermediate pipe and tailpipe 
(4” Y-pipe and 3½” tailpipes on split-side duals for effortless fit)

›› Huge, polished-stainless rolled-edge tailpipe tip(s)

Six-Gun® Bundle
Interested in finally transforming your Duramax into the rocket you know she can be?  Well +130 hp and +244 lb-ft to the 

rear wheels will do the trick very nicely.  And more than the quick, temporary shot of power many companies offer, Banks’ Six-Gun 

Bundle pumps out the kind of continuous, plant-you-in-the-seat power that those other guys can’t touch.  In comparison to the 

tuner alone, Six-Gun Bundle really gets after it by adding Ram-Air and the Monster Exhaust to the mix. And like all Banks tuners, 

the Six-Gun Bundle features Banks’ exclusive CleanTune technology for total safety and peace-of-mind.  A great system for those 

wanting kick-ass power and great fuel economy gains to boot.

key Benefits
›› Razor sharp throttle response

›› Streamlines air-flow 

›› Strong torque output

BankSPowEr.coM | caLL ToLL FrEE (800) 816-4387 | SPORT/RACE PowEr SySTEMS | 3938 | PowEr SySTEMS SPORT/RACE | caLL ToLL FrEE (800) 816-4387 | BankSPowEr.coM

FaQs:
Q | I know the Six-Gun Bundle means adding some impressive performance, but does it also help me 
 with my fuel economy?

A | Absolutely. The Six-Gun Bundle eliminates air-flow restriction, tunes cleanly in each level, 
 and even features a dedicated “fuel economy” setting for everyday driving.

FaQs:
Q | Is the Six-Gun Bundle upgradable to a Big Hoss Bundle without parts duplication?

A | Yes. As with upgrading from a Stinger to a PowerPack, you can easily upgrade your 
 Six-Gun Bundle to a Big Hoss Bundle simply by purchasing the remaining pieces.

I Made some 1/4 mile runs last night with my newly installed Six-Gun Bundle. To make it 
interesting, I ran the truck against a friend’s Porsche 944 Turbo and I think I left him with 
hurt feelings. He wasn’t expecting to struggle to keep up with me! This is the most impressive 
upgrade I have ever done on any of my vehicles. Thank you Banks for an excellent system.

Jon of indian springs, Ohio

“
”

Data Summary Stock Truck Banks Six-Gun Bundle

Rear-Wheel Horsepower: Best gain
300.1 hp

@3000 rpm
397.2 hp

@3000 rpm
+97.1 hp

32% more

Rear-Wheel Torque: Best gain 525.4 lb-ft
@3000 rpm

695.4 lb-ft
@3000 rpm

+170.0 lb-ft
32% more

Rear-Wheel Horsepower: Peak-to-peak 305.9 hp
@3200 rpm

397.2 hp
@3000 rpm

+91.3 hp
30% more

Rear-Wheel Torque: Peak-to-peak 568.4 lb-ft
@2200 rpm

721.4 lb-ft
@2200

+153.0 lb-ft
27% more

 Test vehicle: 2007 CHEvY SIlvERADO CREW CAB, SHORT BED, SINGlE REAR WHEElS with AllISON 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANS
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poWeR systeMs test ResULtsGain up to:

+130 hp
+244 lb-ft

  At the Rear Wheels

SPorT/racE

Stock vs. Banks Six-Gun Bundle
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FaQs:
Q | Am I able to tow with a Big Hoss Bundle?

A | Yes. The Big Hoss Bundle is certainly a high-performance system, but thanks to its adjustable 
 tuner, you’ll enjoy huge power and a dedicated “tow-safe” range of power settings.

FaQs:
Q | If I’m looking for the strongest power-gain available safely, is the Big Hoss Bundle my best choice?

A | Yes. The Big Hoss Bundle is the top of our line. It makes monstrous power and performance 
 while constantly operating under cutting-edge safeguards the other guys just don’t have.

incLuDES: 
›› Six-Gun Diesel Tuner with Banks iQ Dashboard PC

›› Techni-Cooler intercooler system with huge 3” boost tubes

›› Banks Ram-Air cold-air intake system with reusable filter 

›› Stainless constant-diameter DPF-back Monster Exhaust with 
Cool Cuff cooling technology; 4” intermediate pipe and tailpipe 
(4” Y-pipe and 3½” tailpipes on split-side duals for effortless fit)

›› Huge, polished-stainless rolled-edge tailpipe tip(s)

Big Hoss® Bundle
What qualities would you expect Banks engineers to load into our most powerful system? Strength? Efficiency? Speed?  Intelligence? 

If you said all of the above, you’re correct. Big Hoss adds the gigantic Techni-Cooler intercooler. That means having the immense 

density and continuous staying power you need to really level the grades. And thanks to Banks’ exclusive ActiveSafety suite of 

engine and drivetrain safeguards, Big Hoss Bundle is the essence of awesome power coupled with total durability. With gains 

up to +130 hp and +244 lb-ft at the rear wheels in level Speed-Loader, the Banks Big Hoss Bundle crushes everything the 

competition has to offer and makes your truck safely king of the hill.

key Benefits
›› Ultimate Power System

›› Great Versatility

›› Monstrous Torque Gains

›› Packed with Safeguards

check out the video! 
Watch the guys at Two 
Guys Garage install 
a Big Hoss Bundle and 
explain the importance 
of airflow, how to 
increase your power 
output safely and more, 
at: bankspower.com/ 
bhb-install

I recently installed three Big Hoss Bundles — two for 
Dodge Cummins Duallies owned by my buddies and 
one for my 2005 GMC as well. Everything fit great and I 
knocked out all three installs over the course of a single 
weekend. Your Big Hoss Bundles have amazed the sh*t out 
of us with the performance. We can now walk the dog off 
of any other vehicle on the road. Can’t thank you enough! 

Justin of Hightstown, new Jersey

“

”

Data Summary Stock Truck Banks Six-Gun + Banks iQ

Rear-Wheel Horsepower: Best gain
300.1 hp

@3000 rpm
429.7 hp

@3000 rpm
+129.6 hp
43% more

Rear-Wheel Torque: Best gain 555.6 lb-ft
@2400 rpm

799.6 lb-ft
@2400 rpm

+244.0 lb-ft
44% more

Rear-Wheel Horsepower: Peak-to-peak 305.9 hp
@3200 rpm

429.7 hp
@3000 rpm

+123.8 hp
40% more

Rear-Wheel Torque: Peak-to-peak 555.6 lb-ft
@2400 rpm

799.6 lb-ft
@2400 rpm

+244.0 lb-ft
44% more
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 LMM Duramax: 2007 CHEvY SIlvERADO CREW CAB, SHORT BED, SINGlE REAR WHEElS with AllISON 6-SPEED AUTOMATIC TRANS

poWeR systeMs test ResULts

Gain up to:

+130 hp
+244 lb-ft

  At the Rear Wheels

Stock vs. Banks Big Hoss Bundle
SPorT/racE
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FaQs:
Q | What sets SpeedBrake apart from the competition?

A | SpeedBrake provides far superior braking power and it does it in a very intelligent way. It’s  
 automatic, it manipulates the truck’s native systems safely, it’s all-electronic, and it gives the  
 driver more braking control than has even been possible before.

Sometimes, real fast is real scary… 
like a steep grade with a pick-up 
and trailer at 20,000 pounds. That’s 
when you need the comforting 
assurance of the SpeedBrake.
Gale Banks, Gale Banks engineering

“

”

BRAking poWeR

FEaTurES & BEnEFiTS:
›› More effective braking than is possible with a simple valve assembly

›› Operating modes

 - ON: Maximum braking; High, Med and Low strength settings

 - SPEED CONTROL: Maintains pre-selected target speed

›› Easy touch-screen control 

 - Displays vehicle speed, current braking effort (relating to vane position),   
 trans temp, engine coolant temp and much more

›› OBDII scan tool capability: reads/interprets/clears codes

›› System Status Indicator with on-screen alerts (excessive coolant or trans 
temps, for example)

›› Easy, clean install; all-electronic design requires only a few simple underhood 
connections; no modifications to the exhaust system are needed 

›› In testing, dramatically outperformed all competitive products in basic braking 
function (and nobody but Banks has anything like a Speed Control Mode!)

*Note: Banks iQ sold separately.

BankSPowEr.coM | caLL ToLL FrEE (800) 816-4387 | SPEEDBRAkE BrakinG PowEr | 4342 | BrakinG PowEr SPEEDBRAkE | caLL ToLL FrEE (800) 816-4387 | BankSPowEr.coM

key Benefits
›› All-Electronic Design

›› User-Selectable Speed

›› Cuts Speed up to 78%

›› Plug-&-Play Install

Patented 
Technology U.S. PATENTS 

#6,152,853 &  
#6,652,414 B1

Banks SpeedBrake™ 

Banks SpeedBrake is a revolutionary, patented all-electronic braking system with downhill speed regulating capability, 

user-adjustable setpoint speeds (25-75 mph) and built-in safety features. It takes exhaust braking to a whole new level by 

combining intelligent manipulation of the turbo’s variable geometry turbine vanes with specific control of gear selection and 

torque converter clutch application when engine braking is commanded. SpeedBrake has numerous operating modes and 

settings to optimize braking function for individual preferences and conditions.

When Slow Is Just The Ticket
I’ve spent the last 50 years making things go real fast. But, sometimes, real fast can be real 

scary… and dangerous. Like traveling down a steep grade with a pick-up and trailer at 20,000 
pounds pushing on you. Under conditions like those you need all the help you can get.

At Banks, we’re driven to fill needs and we’re always thinking about what’s next. That’s what the 
Banks SpeedBrake is all about. SpeedBrake’s intelligence, braking power, and safety leave existing 
competitive braking-products in the dust. If there was a world record for exhaust brakes, we at 
Banks would now own it.

SpeedBrake is absolutely intuitive and simple to operate. It’s all automatic—you set 
the mode, you set the speed, and you set the strength. Once you’ve punched in your 

desired downhill speed, SpeedBrake intelligently manipulates the turbine vanes, 
specific gear selection, and torque converter clutch application. And because 

SpeedBrake electronically controls systems already found within your truck, 
applying supplemental braking power has never been safer. SpeedBrake 

bears the brunt so your service brakes stay cool and last a whole lot longer. 
And cooler service brakes mean way more stopping power if a sudden 
need arises.

Thanks to SpeedBrake, Banks Power not only gets you to the top of the 
hill first but gets you down the other side, safely.

Read more about DPF at: bankspower.com/speedbrake

When I was at Gale Banks’ 
shop, I realized that he’s so 
immersed in diesel technology 

he could be Dr. Diesel. 

Popular Mechanics, quoting Jay Leno

“
”
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why install an Exhaust Brake?
Because safety is job one. Cresting a large hill towing a heavy 
trailer demands all the control you can get your hands on. Our 
competitors’ brakes utilize technology that was cutting edge in 
the 1960’s but wholly out-of-date for today’s modern diesels. 
Finally, there’s a braking product advanced and effective enough 
to give you total confidence, no matter the steepness of the 
grade or the size of the load. It’s called the Banks SpeedBrake 
and it’s going to forever change the face of exhaust braking.

Down-hill cruise control
Imagine the ability to dial-in your desired downhill speed, 
drop the throttle, and sit back while your truck automatically 
responds to your command. SpeedBrake cuts downhill speed 
by up to 80% without you having to touch the foot pedal. That 
keeps service brakes cool, vastly extends their life, and keeps 
them ready in reserve in case of emergency. It’s like having 
a down-hill cruise control… set the speed you want and 
SpeedBrake does all the rest. No other brake on the market 
today gives you that kind of control and peace-of-mind.

BRAking poWeR

BankSPowEr.coM | caLL ToLL FrEE (800) 816-4387 | SPEEDBRAkE BrakinG PowEr | 4544 | BrakinG PowEr SPEEDBRAkE | caLL ToLL FrEE (800) 816-4387 | BankSPowEr.coM

FaQs:
Q | Will I have to install any mechanical pieces for SpeedBrake to work?

A | No. SpeedBrake is an all-electronic braking solution that utilizes systems already 
 found on your truck.

FaQs:
Q | If I install the SpeedBrake, will I still need to use my service brakes on steep grades?

A | SpeedBrake bears the brunt of your braking needs on the hills and depending on the scenario,   
 may be all you’ll need. But if conditions call for some service brake assistance, they’ll be ready,   
 cool, and perfectly compatible for tandem use with the SpeedBrake.

Torque converter
SpeedBrake controls and auto-
matically locks up the vehicle’s 
torque converter to ensure that 
all engine braking force is sent 
directly through the transmission 
to the vehicle’s drive wheels 
where it is fully utilized. 

Transmission
Only SpeedBrake controls 
the gear selection in order to 
select the best gear for any 
given braking situation without 
building excessive engine RPM.

Engine control unit
Only SpeedBrake intercepts variable ge-
ometry turbocharger, torque converter 
and transmission communications 
from the ECU and changes them to 
optimize the braking performance 
that you command.

variable Geometry Turbo (vGT)
Only SpeedBrake captures control of the VGT, 
varying vane position to provide optimal engine 
backpressure. Braking is instantaneously vari-
able to allow for downhill target speed control.

vanES oPEn vanES cLoSED

Banks iQ™

Only Banks’ touch-screen dashboard 
PC gives you easy-to-use and highly 
flexible control of the SpeedBrake, 
and tells you everything you need  
to know at a glance.

unprecedented Flexibility
SpeedBrake has operating modes and settings to suit your style and 
driving conditions. ON mode lets you select three levels of braking 
aggressiveness: HIGH, MED, LOW. Use SPEED CONTROL MODE to select 
and automatically maintain a specified downhill speed (25 - 75 mph). 
In addition, the user can enable or disable FOOT BRAkE ACTIVATION, 
depending on individual preferences and vehicle load. 

Banks iQ provides 2-way communication, has a system status indicator 
with on-screen alerts, and OBDII scan tool capability. In addition, it 
displays numerous vehicle parameters, from current braking effort and 
operating gear to braking mode and target speed. Amazing!

So why settle for primitive exhaust brakes that barely brake? If your 
diesel hauls and navigates hills, step up to the world’s strongest, most 
advanced exhaust brake: the all-electronic Banks SpeedBrake!

only Banks! 
SpeedBrake: there’s literally no competition. With its patented 
technology, virtually every capability offered by the SpeedBrake 
is completely exclusive to Banks. This unique device becomes 
an active component of your vehicle, constantly monitoring 
and adjusting your truck’s native systems to create real braking 
power. The SpeedBrake intelligently controls your transmission’s 
shifting, torque converter lock-up, and infinitely varies the VG 
turbo’s vanes to hold the speed you dial in. Concern and doubt 
are replaced with safety and confidence, giving you the freedom 
to tow just about anywhere. And only Banks delivers the Banks iQ 
as your touch-screen braking interface. The Banks iQ keeps 
you informed by displaying important parameters and braking 
intensity, on-the-fly and in real-time. It puts you in total control  
by allowing you to adjust your speed, setting and braking 
strength in real-time and on-the-fly!

Banks owns the leading-edge in technology these days.

MotorWeek“ ”
Banks’ SpeedBrake is unlike 
anything offered by the factory 
or aftermarket, and it definitely 
works as claimed. It is obvious 
that a lot of development 
work went into this system. 
Despite its many features, the 
unit is easy to use, allowing 
the driver to concentrate on 
driving. During operation 
noise is minimal and allows 
normal conversation. The 
SpeedBrake’s design adds a 
margin of safety and protects 
the engine and wheel brakes. 
This will help pay for itself in 
reduced maintenance and 
wear, particularly when towing, 

which can be tough on brakes. 

trailer Life Magazine

“

”
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Starting at 55 mph, using only the
exhaust brake, we dropped the
throttle and held on!

Starting at 55 mph, using only the 
exhaust brake, we dropped the
throttle and held on!

DOWNHILL SPEED TEST (18,500 LBS)

SPEEDBRAKE SLOWS TO
USER SELECTED SPEED

��

 SPEEDBRAKE SLOWS TO
USER SELECTED SPEED

CONTINUE TO ACCELERATE�� CONTINUE TO ACCELERATE

With more than nine tons roaring down the grade, the truck 
quickly shifted from 5th to 6th gear and reached a white-knuckle 70 
mph. Instead of tempting fate — and the California Highway Patrol 
— our guys applied the foot brake to reduce terminal velocity.  

The Allison Transmission includes Auto-Grade Braking. This is 
basically a glorified way of saying that when the driver applies the 
foot brake, the transmission downshifts.

Even in Tow/Haul mode with Auto-Grade Braking active, and 
use of foot brakes, vehicle speed OnLy decreased to 65 mph! 

PacBrakE
“Plug-and-play” and “PacBrake” have nothing in common. Installation 
requires exhaust system slicing, dicing, welding and wiring. There’s 
no electronic management, either; it uses Tow/Haul mode to 
enhance its functionality. So how did it do in our test? Pathetically. 
Its braking activity was very weak. The Silverado gathered speed 
quickly and shifted into 6th gear halfway down the hill. 

By the end of the run, vehicle speed was a way-too-fast 
68 mph — an increase of 13 mph!

BD BrakE
Another tough install. Like PacBrake, BD is a mechanical 
valve that installs about 3 feet behind the turbo in the exhaust 
system. Cutting, welding and wiring work was needed. No electronic 
management; BD also uses Tow/Haul mode to enhance its functionality. 
Like PacBrake, BD barely braked as the vehicle started down the grade. 
It quickly gathered speed and shifted into a higher gear. Our guys 
were ready to mash the foot brake by the end of the run!

The terminal velocity at the end was a gut-wrenching 
69 mph — a gain of 14 mph!

LoSErS — SCARY

BankS SPEEDBrakE™

Unlike the others, electronic SpeedBrake is child’s play to install. 
No cutting or welding; just a few simple underhood connections. 

“Speed control” mode test: 

The driver set the target speed to 50 mph, began descending in 
5th gear and lifted his foot off the accelerator. That’s all he had to 
do. SpeedBrake varied the turbine vanes and downshifted the 
transmission to 3rd gear. The vehicle slowed down to 50 mph and 
SpeedBrake kept it there. No problem.

SpeedBrake slowed the vehicle to the 50 mph target speed 
and automatically kept it there!

“on” mode test: (“High” strength setting) 

SpeedBrake made BD and PacBrake look like wimps!  
The transmission automatically downshifted to 3rd and the vehicle 
immediately slowed. Since the ON mode has no target speed, the 
Silverado slowed to a crawl, shifting all the way down to 1st gear 
without any effort from the driver and never operating outside the 
normal rpm range.

In less than a mile, the vehicle slowed to 15 mph! 
— without using the foot brake! 

This is an astonishing speed reduction of 40 mph from the start. 
53 mph slower than PacBrake & 54 mph slower than Bd!

winnEr — SPEEDBRAkE™

STock — TOW/HAUL MODE ACTIVE

not your 
Father’s Brake
Unlike the crude devices sold 
by the other guys, SpeedBrake 
is an all-electronic device 
that automatically modulates 
braking intensity using 
systems already on your truck. 
No crawling under your truck 
to install auxiliary hardware. 
No mechanical adjustments. 
No tapping into vital wire-
harnesses. With SpeedBrake, 
the safety you need is at 
your fingertips without all 
the second-guessing that 
comes with old fashioned, 
mechanical braking systems.

BankSPowEr.coM | caLL ToLL FrEE (800) 816-4387 | SPEEDBRAkE BrakinG PowEr | 4746 | BrakinG PowEr SPEEDBRAkE | caLL ToLL FrEE (800) 816-4387 | BankSPowEr.coM

coMpetitive testing
Ok, Test Time!

We put our SpeedBrake 
up against stock’s “tow-haul” 
mode, a PAC-brake-equipped 
truck as well as a BD-brake-
equipped truck. Starting out at 
55 MPH, using only the exhaust 
brake, we dropped the throttle 
and the results were shocking. 
At the end of the 1 mile test, 
the stock truck continued 
to accelerate to 75 MPH! The 
PAC and BD equipped trucks 
didn’t fare much better, actually 
accelerating to 65 and 63 
MPH respectively. Aren’t these 
products supposed to slow 
you down? Only the Banks 
SpeedBrake did the job, slowing 
the truck to a 15 MPH crawl at 
the end of the 1 mile run.  

BankS PowEr. Patented 21ST 
Century technology fully backed by the 
Banks reputation for innovation and 
quality. 100% Plug and Play!

SiMPLE inSTaLL: unDEr 2 HrS = Low coST

THE oTHErS: 
Complicated mechanical 
devices that require 
cutting, welding, 
and wire-splicing 
to install. 

Mechanic and
welder not 
included!

coMPLicaTED inSTaLL: 6 To 8 HrS = $$$$

FEaTurE BankS SPEEDBrakE BD PacBrakE

Easy Installation YES! Simple plug-in installation, 
no cutting or welding required NO! Requires  

cutting & welding NO! Requires  
cutting & welding

Free from Wire 
Tapping & Splicing YES! Simple plug-in installation  

using factory style connectors NO! Requires Posi-taps, cutting & 
splicing of factory wiring YES! Included wiring  

requires no cutting.

Maintenance-free YES! All-electronic device requires  
no maintenance ever! NO!

Brake requires adjustment 
after installation & again 
after some operating time

NO!
Has a mechanical butterfly, 
electric pump  
& air plumbing

Silent Operation YES! Uses factory turbo’s variable 
vanes; quiet operation NO! Noisy electric compressor 

under the hood NO! Noisy electric compressor 
under the hood

Automatically  
Shifts Transmission YES!

Controls torque converter  
lock-up & gear selection  
for maximum braking

NO!
No transmission interface. 
Relies on factory Tow/Haul 
mode for trans. control

NO!
No transmission interface. 
Relies on factory Tow/Haul 
mode for trans control

Maximum Braking YES!
Vane control + trans. shifting  +  
torque converter clutch control 
slowed vehicle to 15 MPH!

NO! Only slowed vehicle to  
69 MPH on 6% grade NO! Only slowed vehicle to  

68 MPH on 6% grade

Adjustable  
Strength Settings YES!

Exclusive Strength 
settings let user select  
braking aggressiveness

NO! Only On or Off NO! Only On or Off

Adjustable  
Speed Presets YES! Patented downhill speed control; 

user selects target speed NO! Only On or Off NO! Only On or Off

Foot Pedal 
Integration YES!

Customizable feature  
lets user select exhaust  
brake/foot brake relationship

NO! Only control is a  
dash mounted switch NO! Only control is a  

dash mounted switch

User Interface YES!
Banks iQ™ is packed with user 
interface features, lets user 
communicate with vehicle

NO! Only control is a  
dash mounted switch NO! Only control is a  

dash mounted switch

System Status 
Indicator YES!

Communicates system  
condition & has engine  
coolant/oil temp warnings

NO! No means of 
communicating NO! No means of  

communicating

OBDII Scan Tool YES!
Includes full communication with 
vehicle OBDII, allows for reading & 
clearing vehicle codes

NO! No means of 
communicating NO! No means of 

communicating

Prone to 
Exhaust Leaks NO! Simple plug-and-play installation 

means no cutting of the exhaust YES! Required cutting and welding 
compromises exhaust system YES!

Required cutting and 
welding compromises 
exhaust system

Banks Stomps the competition

BankS
SPEEDBrakE

BD BrakEPacBrakE

BankS SPEEDBrakE

YES! Simple plug-in installation, 
no cutting or welding required

YES! Simple plug-in installation  
using factory style connectors

YES! All-electronic device requires  
no maintenance ever!

YES! Uses factory turbo’s variable 
vanes; quiet operation

YES!
Controls torque converter  
lock-up & gear selection  
for maximum braking

YES!
Vane control + trans. shifting  +  
torque converter clutch control 
slowed vehicle to 15 MPH!

YES!
Exclusive Strength 
settings let user select  
braking aggressiveness

YES! Patented downhill speed control; 
user selects target speed

YES!
Customizable feature  
lets user select exhaust  
brake/foot brake relationship

YES!
Banks iQ™ is packed with user 
interface features, lets user 
communicate with vehicle

YES!
Communicates system  
condition & has engine  
coolant/oil temp warnings

YES!
Includes full communication with 
vehicle OBDII, allows for reading & 
clearing vehicle codes

NO! Simple plug-and-play installation 
means no cutting of the exhaust
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